
 

EUROPALMS Orchid arrangement 4, artificial
Orchid in decorative pot

Art. No.: 82530349
GTIN: 4026397540222

List price: 41.53 €
incl. 19% VAT.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397540222

Weight: 0,59 kg

Length: 0.44 m

Width: 0.28 m

Heigth: 0.23 m

Description:

Orchids can be used to create targeted exotic color accents in living and business areas,
especially when decorating windows and counters. One of the best-known representatives - the
butterfly orchid - served as a natural model here:

The arrangement consists of two flower stems of different lengths with purple flowers and flower
buds. The flowers feel waxy to the touch, making it hard to tell the difference from the real plant.
Leaves made of EVA material, aerial roots and a cover of artificial moss complete the lifelike
appearance. Unlike its natural model, the artificial orchid will not resent any mistakes in care or
location. Slightly bent, the artificial plant reaches a total height of about 45 cm.

Your decoration ideas can be implemented in no time, because the noble black decorative pot
is already included.

Features:

- The article is delivered Ready to stand
- With dark greencolored lifelike leaves
- approx. 11 purplecolored beautifully flowers
- High quality

Technical specifications:

Standing/fixation: Design planter covered with moss

Color: Purple

Eurolite®, Futurelight®, PSSO®, Roadinger®, Alutruss®, Europalms® and Dimavery® are trademarks of Steinigke Showtechnic GmbH, Andreas-Bauer-Straße 5, DE-97297 Waldbüttelbrunn
All rights reserved. Subject to change without notice. Errors and omissions excepted.Illustration only. Actual item may differ from photo.

https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn82530349.html


Foliage: Material: EVA soft plast

Flowers: Pieces: approx. 11 pc/pcs

 Color: purple

 P(material: )Special rubber

Decor style: Tropics; Houseplant

Season: Summer

Dimensions: Height: 45 cm

Weight: 590 g
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